
Building the Workforce of the Future



Wouldn’t it be great…
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Internal Mobility
…to easily identify people within your 

own organization who match a 
company vacancy or open project?

Skill Inventory
…to capture skills within the 

organization and teams across 
countries and different languages to 

better understand employees’ 
capabilities?

Skill Gaps
…if your employees understood the 
skill requirements of tomorrow and 
had transparency on their personal 

skill gap?

Outplacement Support
…to help employees find a new job 
within or outside your organization 
by providing personalized market 

opportunities available with one click, 
anytime?

Personal Career Advice
…to give ongoing advice to all 

employees on personalized career 
opportunities and development 
needs without tying up internal 

resources?

Market Trends
…to understand market trends and 

thus address upcoming changes early 
enough?

Our world is shifting rapidly. Employment security is at stake, and companies are struggling to cope with the new 
requirements.



“70% of all 
transformations fail. One 
of the main reasons is that 
there is no change in day-
to-day behavior. “

McKinsey, 2011

Research insights

“60 percent of all jobs have 
at least 30% of activities 
that can be automated.”

McKinsey, 2017

Skills
help to describe desired 
behaviors and activities 
and therefore support 
skill shift and change
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Business models are changing disruptively. Handling transformational change is key for a company’s survival. We 
help you get full transparency on today’s world and insights into how to manage the change.



Our solution in a nutshell
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https://youtu.be/WhcXAbJSQzU (EN)
https://youtu.be/RaOtuN_FC70 (DE)

https://youtu.be/WhcXAbJSQzU
https://youtu.be/RaOtuN_FC70


An ecosystem based on skills

• Institutions share research and learn about the  
knowledge that has to imparted by tomorrow
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• Employees understand which skills are needed today 
and tomorrow, and advance their own careers

• Companies translate their strategy into skills and learn 
about the skill gap in their organization

The real benefit of People-Analytix is that you are part of an ecosystem that provides you with a high data quality 
market view ready to be integrated into your in-house world.



Steve

Age 44
Successful manager
Decides based on facts

People

Ella

Age 35
Talented & ambitious
Keen to progress

Expectations
• Wants to be informed about internal 

opportunities, jobs, and projects
• It’s important for her to understand the 

skill gap in relation to a specific role
• Is keen to learn about the skills 

possessed by successful leaders
• Needs data-based decision support
• Is eager to know what jobs and skills 

are gaining importance in the market
• Wants to be on top of things

Fritz

Age 50
12 years in same role
Job at risk

Expectations
• Is forced to find a job within or outside 

the company
• Is trying to get new perspectives and 

ideas to orient himself
• Is happy to learn about opportunities 

that fit with his set of skills
• Wants to understand the skill gap in 

relation to potential new roles
• Is keen to understand how he can 

improve his employability and market 
value

Expectations
• Wants to know the skills and skill gaps 

in his team
• Wants to recognize blind spots
• Wants his team members to take 

responsibility for their own 
development

• Wants to use the existing potential 
• Is looking for facts and figures in order 

to take development actions
• Is constantly looking for skilled people 

within the organization
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We’ve found that the best way of explaining People-Analytix is to use corporate stereotypes such as the “young 
talent” (Ella), the “person resistant to change” (Fritz), and the “pushy manager” (Steve).



From strategies and CVs to skills

Company strategy

Detected

capabilities

Critical skills

Market

capabilities

Validated capabilities

Resume or job 

descriptions

Validated skill profile

Detected 

skills

Market skill 

suggestions

Corporate Employee

Gap Analysis

Career

advisory
Jobs TrendsPatterns

Find

resources
Projects

Ella, FritzSteve

Opportu-

nities

Employ-

ability

People-Analytix uses leading-edge artificial intelligence and predictive analysis.
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Neural network

automatically infer rules for recognizing skills, 
capabilities, jobs, roles, etc.

80K job titles, function and roles

73K skills and related synonyms:

Thousands of data related to 
industries, companies, geo-
information, etc.

Core Ontology 

Product USP
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Broad ontology (thesaurus) combined with neural network

Millions of annotated 
job ads from the past 
and present

Ecosystem data such as 
research, statistics, reports, 
competencies, capabilities, 
job classifications, etc.
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Company-specific terms, 
documents, strategy 
papers, etc.

1

2
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Product offering

• Standardized capturing of skills and capabilities 

across teams and different languages

• Skill gap analysis on corporate, team, and 

individual level

• Internal skill-based labor market 

• Qualitative workforce planning

Strategic Workforce Manager

• Personalized career recommendations (roles, 

projects, jobs) 

• Skill and job market trends

• Access to external labor market (optional)

Virtual Career Advisor
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The holistic Strategic Workforce Manager combining the company and employee functionalities.
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Virtual Career Advisor

Key features
• Personal skill profile
• Career recommendations for next roles
• Access to all vacancies in local market
• Market trends for jobs and skills
• Employability/mobility calculator

Use cases:
• To support staff in business transformations
• To Suggest internal career opportunities based on skills
• To improve self responsibility and employability

Supports standalone employee needs.
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Strategic Workforce Manager

Key features
• Translating strategy or business initiative documents into 

skills
• Skill profile of teams and organizations
• Skill gap analysis on corporate, team, and individual level
• Internal skill-based labor market for jobs and projects
• All features of the Virtual Career Advisor

Use cases:
• To support business development and corporate 

transformations
• To boost internal mobility and labor market
• To provide qualitative data in workforce planning
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Functionality 1

Members and roles

Possible Roles in organizations:
• Employee
• Manager
• HR
• Admin
• Master
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Functionality 2

Skill Inventory 
including level of 
expertise, like 
preferences and 
development wishes
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Functionality 3

Creating Capabilities 
(set of skills) and 
identifying individuals 
matching best.



Use Cases

Increase employability
• Provide automated career insights and intelligence
• Raise self-responsibility

Source internally
• Establish an internal market place for jobs and 

projects based on skills
• Identify and source internal talents

Get Guidance (GPS)
• Access to market trends on skills and jobs
• Understand current and future opportunities
• Learn what skills and capabilities are needed 

Manage Transformations
• Develop people along strategies
• Identify and manage gaps
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Get Visibility
• Understand skill patterns of jobs and individuals
• Compare skill patterns internally and externally

Be part of an Ecosystem
• Connect to an international and multilingual skill 

and job catalogue



Core benefits

Successful strategy implementation and transformation

Automated career counseling

Global skill capturing and inventory

Part of an evolving ecosystem

No implementation and set-up costs
Created by shashank singh
from the Noun Project

“Thanks to
People-Analytix
we can provide 

career counseling
for CHF 1 compared

with CHF 1,000 manually.“ 

Ambros Scope, Head of Future 
Workforce Engineering

at AXA
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You can start today: People-Analytix is a plug-and-play strategic business development tool helping you deliver 
answers at unbeatable low costs compared with traditional career counseling. 



About People-Analytix

• Spin-off of the companies Integration Alpha, peopleWORKS & X28

• Launched a co-creation process with four pilot companies in 

January 2017 

• People-Analytix AG founded in December 2017

• Based in Zurich

We are a team of HR professionals and data scientists who 

facilitate the recognition and development of skills in the 

working world with the help of a comprehensive skills 

library and algorithms.
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Christoph Küffer
People-Analytix AG 
Technoparkstrasse 1
8005 Zurich

+41 79 786 40 79
christoph.kueffer@people-analytix.com
www.people-analytix.com

Contact
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Want to see it live?

Ask for a demo now!

mailto:christoph.kueffer@people-analytix.com
http://www.people-analytix.com/

